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EDITORIAL
Dear readers,
2020 is taking us into unchartered

PSImetals to equip itself for the future

territory and is forcing us to rethink

and how the company is dealing with

our business, our strategies, our sup-

the current situation. PSI also pro-

ply chains, our way of working, and

vides an agile way of configuring sys-

also our social and informal interac-

tems in real-time, enabling customers

tions. We have all seen how our lives

to respond quickly to changes, using

can change dramatically in just a few

Click Design technology, for instance,

weeks.

to optimize and manage warehouses.

But this crisis will also make us stron-

Our digitalization journey continues—with solutions for improved de-

ger and more resilient. Due to our operations in China we were exposed

vices online in future via our “Digital

cision support, which are made possi-

to the crisis right from the outset,

Sales & Services” initiative.

ble by the introduction of AI in the

and the impact on our markets has

This edition of PRODUCTION

ERP functionalities as well as Deep

been clear to see. That’s why we re-

manager gives you an insight into how

Qualicision in many elements of our

sponded straight away, adapting our

PSI is helping its customers achieve

products.

working methods and adopting new

maximum flexibility. This isn’t just

Take care and stay healthy!

approaches in order to serve our cus-

a nice-to-have these days, it’s a must.

tomers as normal as possible. We are

Reading the cover story will help you

Warm regards,

also continuing to reinforce our aspi-

to learn how the Austrian alumi-

Thomas Quinet

ration to offer our products and ser-

num manufacturer AMAG is using

Managing Director PSI Metals
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PSImetals Put to Use by Aluminum Producer AMAG Ranshofen

Digitalization Needs Partnership
In December 2018, the PSImetals Production, Quality, Logistics
and Automation modules were successfully put into operation at the
AMAG plant in Ranshofen. In this way, PSImetals has replaced the
old system in the existing plant area, established standardized and documented process workflows and formed a high-performance and flexible IT foundation at MES level.

F

grams were sent via these interfaces.
Currently, the PMS receives more
than 100 000 telegrams per weekday
and sends just as many.
In addition, around 80 standardized
plant dialogs (production data acquisitions) were implemented, which were

or several years, “creating

tem used so far in existing plants as

nevertheless tailored to the processes

space for new and existing

part of a roll-out process.

at the individual plants.

guiding principle behind the consis-

Roll-Out Across All Plants

Advantages of the New Solution

tent growth and modernization strat-

In order to be able to align their pro-

AMAG supplies a wide range of

egy of the Austrian aluminum pro-

duction processes in accordance with

products for a variety of industries

ducer AMAG Austria Metall AG at

Industry 4.0, one of the most mod-

and is able to use PSImetals as an

the Ranshofen site. The AMAG 2014

ern plants of the aluminum industry

MES platform to standardize numer-

and AMAG 2020 investment projects

has now been connected with one of

ous functions, but can also add indi-

and the associated increase in com-

the most modern production software

vidual functionality if required. The

plexity and efficiency made it neces-

solutions. Since the project got un-

high degree of scalability and con-

sary to invest in a modern production

derway in spring 2013, all plants have

figurability of PSImetals thus en-

management system (PMS).

been connected gradually as part of a

ables standard functions to be used

“For us, the modern system archi-

roll-out process without experiencing

and, at the same time, ensures re-

tecture, specialization in our indus-

any substantial downtime.

lease capability. The employees at

try and the high degree of adaptabil-

In this context, 64 plant interfaces

the plant are delighted to have a

ity were the reasons why we finally

were created, including nine inter-

modern and user-friendly system in

settled on PSI to provide the solu-

faces to adjacent systems such as the

which they have the option to cus-

tion,” stated Dr. Werner Aumayr, CIO

ERP system and six interfaces to dif-

tomize the user interface (GUI) ac-

AMAG Group. PSImetals, however,

ferent transportation systems. In the

cording to their own wishes. Soft-

was not just used at the new plants as-

period between the project starting

ware support has been secured at

sociated with the AMAG 2014 pilot

and it coming to an end in Decem-

various levels and distributed among

project, but also replaced the old sys-

ber 2018, more than 100 million tele-

several employees.

2/2020
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ing mill through to the numerous end
plants. This has created standardized
conditions for evaluating large volumes of data in a predictive way, simply and flexibly, for the purposes of
carrying out smart data analysis for
process improvement.

Sustainable Mutual Trust
“It was very important for us to establish
lasting mutual trust between AMAG
and PSI,” said Gunther Schober of PSI
Metals Non Ferrous, adding: “This was

Bands/coils at AMAG Ranshofen.

the prerequisite for completely replac-

Real-Time Visibility of
Production Data

with production-related business pro-

ing the old system.” During the roll-out

cesses, PSImetals also maps the entire

phase, a completely new level of coop-

In addition to the vertical integration

production process horizontally, from

eration was achieved—because digita-

of the commercial processes in SAP

the hot-rolling mill to the cold-roll-

lization needs partnership!

“If we had to stop production, there wouldn’t be any more
yogurt on the shelves after two to three months!”
Interview with Dr. Werner Aumayr, CIO AMAG Group
What were the biggest challenges

side over a period of many years. Any

presented by a roll-out project of

change to the team would have de-

this kind?

layed the roll-out by several months,
because a change to the project team

Dr. Werner Aumayr: One of the big

usually leads to loss of expertise. We

challenges was that we had to equip

are very grateful to PSI for placing a

around 100 production plants with

stable core team at our disposal over

PSImetals and obviously we’re not

the years.

able to convert 100 plants all at once.

Finally, the third challenge was to

The old and the new solution there-

help users at plant level to work with

fore had to run in parallel. It takes a

two systems in parallel during the

few weeks for each plant and if we put

transition phase, without needing to

this all together, a full roll-out of this

deliver too much training to individ-

kind takes a few years. In addition,

ual users, and with the greatest possi-

from 2014 we had built a completely

ble level of user friendliness.

Dr. Werner Aumayr.

cation phases. Every plant is unique
and therefore requires an individual

new cold-rolling and hot-rolling mill
in parallel with the roll-out and there-

How did the teams work together?

specification. The development and

fore had to install and connect not

How did communication work?

test phases were then carried out at
separate locations. In my view, the key

just existing systems, but completely
new systems too.

Dr. Werner Aumayr: The entire team

factor for success here is that everyone

The second challenge was to have a

was on site several days a month,

was able to work from their own loca-

steady project team in place on each

mainly during individual sub-specifi-

tion: whether PSI developers were on
2/2020
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site or at their PSI office in Aachen or

we have already defined new projects

ical infrastructure because the pack-

Düsseldorf, it was important that ev-

that we want to tackle with PSI. We

aging industry represents a signifi-

eryone had access to the same systems

are continuing to expand and auto-

cant part of our product portfolio.

at all times.

mate many areas such as the test lab-

This means that we play a key role in

oratories or visual failure recording in

the supply chain for the pharmaceu-

In your opinion, what were other

relation to quality.

tical industry. For example, we produce the raw material for tablet blister

factors for success?
How does PSImetals help AMAG

packs. This product needs to meet the

Dr. Werner Aumayr: Rigorous release

when it comes to everyday produc-

highest standards. However, we are

management! And the fact, that the

tion?

also increasingly involved with food

corresponding new functionalities

packaging. For example, we produce

and fixes were implemented in clear-

Dr. Werner Aumayr: Our strategy is

the material for the aluminum lids on

ly-defined agile milestones.

for every worker in the factory to only

yogurt pots. Calculations show that

Another important factor was for it

ever deal with one type of software,

after two to three months, if we had

to be possible to carry out adaptations

and to be able to use this software to

to stop production, there wouldn’t be

in the software user interface without

carry out all their tasks without any is-

any more yogurt on the shelves. An-

any support from the developer. To a

sues. The software we use is PSImetals,

other aspect which is not insignif-

certain extent, the key users are able

i.e., all our daily tasks on the shop

icant in these times is that we also

to configure PSImetals themselves di-

floor are carried out in PSImetals.

supply materials for aluminum cas-

rectly, which has, of course, contrib-

ings and lids for animal feed. So if

uted significantly to the success of

What is the current situation at

we stopped production, there would

the project.

AMAG? What opportunities and

be no more lids available for certain

risks does the coronavirus crisis

products after a relatively short pe-

present?

riod of time. For this reason, we are

What’s next after the project?

committed to maintaining our proDr. Werner Aumayr: Our collabora-

Dr. Werner Aumayr: The Austrian

duction even in the time of the coro-

tion is continuing after the project—

State has deemed us part of the crit-

navirus crisis.
And what about the safety measures
in the plants?
Dr. Werner Aumayr: Of course, we
have implemented the appropriate
safety measures and the government’s
policies. Social distancing rules are
being observed, sanitizer is available
throughout the sites, our canteen is
closed and there is just one person
present in each room in the administration area. We have issued masks to
all employees and many have switched
to working from home.

The PSI bus at the entrance to the AMAG plant in the fall of 2019 on its journey through Austria, the
home of several innovative PSI customers, showcasing our latest developments around the PSImetals
Service Platform.
2/2020

PSI Metals
Swetlana Maschinez
Marketing Manager
smaschinez@psi.de
www.psimetals.de
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User Report: Supplier Lenzkämper Relies on PSIpenta for the Entire Order Run

ERP as a Driver for Process Optimization
As an automotive supplier, Lenzkämper faces a variety of challenges.
Above all, it is important to meet the increasing demands placed on
OEMs and to optimize one’s own planning and production processes
accordingly. This includes connecting to the OEM portals, mobile applications, continuous batch traceability or mapping the required packaging structures of the OEMs. To do this, this specialist in wire forming technology relies on the PSIpenta ERP system, which is specially
designed for the industry.

L

ally over the 90-year history of the
company, especially that of the ERP
system. This is precisely what has recently been replaced—by the industry standard PSIpenta. More than 50
of the 100 employees use the system
every day. That’s because PSIpenta
supports the processes for the entire order run: from the OEM request

enz, Kämper GmbH & Co.

semblies and hybrid components now

being created via EDI interface, to

KG has joined the ranks of

also form part of Lenzkämper’s portfo-

production, packaging and dispatch,

classic automotive suppliers

lio. The ready-to-install components

through to invoicing and processing

who supply manufacturers worldwide

are supplied to OEMs and companies

complaints.

such as Volkswagen, Seat, Skoda,

in other industrial sectors.

Those modules and structures in par-

Audi and BMW. The core business

ticular that are specially designed to
meet the various OEM requirements

pany is wire bending parts, such as

An ERP System for the
Supplier Industry

belt deflection fittings, brake cable

Like all suppliers, Lenzkämper is par-

vidual specifications for the complex

holders or lashing eyes. However,

ticularly bound by OEM restrictions

packaging material structures specify,

technical consultation services and

and regulations. The significance of

for example, how many parts must be

the production of complex welding as-

information technology grew gradu-

packed in which containers, in how

of this medium-sized, family-run com-

play a special role. The stringent, indi-

many levels a pallet can be
loaded, which separators are
to be used or whether a lid
needs to be used.
PSIpenta models these requirements using what is
known as a packaging material

management

sys-

tem. The system calculates
the demand for packaging materials on the basis
of production or shipping
quantities and triggers appropriate requests. “In addition, this module provides us with something
called a packaging account
for each business partnership, in which all stock is
managed, repackaging processes are controlled and
Lenzkämper’s business is in belt deflection fittings, brake cable holders and lashing eyes.

the required ability to trace
2/2020
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the goods down to the individual
package is ensured,” says Holger
Diedrich, IT and Controlling at
Lenzkämper.
“Nowadays, we always have a sufficient number of required packaging materials in stock. This is
where we have faced challenges
in the past. Complaints in particular can now be processed much
faster and penalties can be reduced or avoided completely.”

ERP System makes
Processes more Efficient
PSIpenta is not only an efficient
way of modeling OEM requirements, Lenzkämper also used the
ERP system to control the inter-

Thanks to the PSIpenta ERP system, the automotive supplier is producing complex components in

nal planning and production pro-

a very efficient way.

cesses. By providing and evaluating the data needed for analysis,

rectly to the packaging structure or to

house, it is simply scanned and auto-

the manufacturing-focused software

dispatch in accordance with the cus-

matically booked on the order,” says

serves as an enabler for optimization.

tomer’s requirements.

Judith Moos, a key user from the very

For example, integrated cost account-

Last but not least, using the porta-

start. “The same applies to transfer-

ing is used as a starting point to find

ble extensions of the ERP system has

ring stock, i.e. when a production

“

order is processed and forwarded to
dispatch,” Moos adds.

We are constantly benefiting from our contacts’ automotive know-how, who not only know their own system, but also,
above all, know how the OEMs tick and towards which VDA
(German Automotive Industry) standards and certifications
there may need to be a shift.
Holger Diedrich
IT and Control at Lenzkämper

”

Reliable Support
From a functional point of view,
PSIpenta guarantees satisfaction on
many levels. And the efficient support portal and the valuable support
from PSI consultants guarantee satisfaction too.
In PSIpenta, Lenzkämper has found
an ERP system and a supplier with
which the company can also meet the

out which orders took a lot of time,

made numerous processes signifi-

requirements of its demanding cus-

money and effort and where changes

cantly more efficient. This has meant

tomers over the long-term.

need to be made. It is also worth

some paper documents have been re-

emphasizing integrated outsourcing.

placed and no additional channels

This is the model whereby the com-

are required. For example, hand-held

pany outsources special surface treat-

scanners are used when picking mate-

ments, for instance. If these parts

rial and when confirming yield: “Now

come back, they are transferred di-

when we take material from the ware-

2/2020

PSI Automotive & Industry
Karsten Wette
Head of Automotive Division
kwette@psi.de
www.psi-automotive-industry.de
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Interview: The Importance of Logistics Software, Especially in Times of Crisis

Flexibility to Cover Volatile Order Levels
In an interview with PRODUCTION manager, Dr. Giovanni Prestifilippo, Managing Director of PSI Logistics GmbH, illustrates how
logistics software is contributing to help companies in transportation
and intralogistics against the background of the COVID-19 pandemic.

for powerful software with intelligent functionalities that gives users
maximum flexibility when optimizing
their intralogistics processes and supply chain network design.

Dr. Prestifilippo, the coronavirus
has a firm grip on the global economy. How does PSI Logistics assess
the current situation?
Dr. Prestifilippo: The IT industry
thrives on software sales. Some steps
of the process need to be carried out
directly on site through close cooperation with the customer. Of course,
the restrictions on contact over recent weeks have had an impact. Nevertheless, development continues. On
the one hand, the coronavirus crisis
clearly demonstrates the importance
of networking, flexibility and digital

Interview with Dr. Giovanni Prestifilippo.

transformation and the decisive role
played by software. The correspond-

60 percent for March. Does this af-

As a company in the top rankings of

ing design of the IT infrastructure will

fect your core business?

the “Most Innovative Companies in
Germany 2020,” we are in a great posi-

increase significantly as the pandemic
is tackled.

Dr. Pestifilippo: I see it having more

tion and the solutions provided by the

On the other hand, the development

of an indirect effect—and in a direc-

PSI Logistics Suite, which have since

work carried out on new functional-

tion that may be contrary to conven-

been awarded “Best Product” multi-

ities and systems will of course con-

tional expectations. This will be a

ple times, meet the corresponding re-

tinue under lockdown conditions.

painful lesson, but I expect there to be

quirements in a variety of ways.

PSI Logistics, like virtually the entire

a demand to catch up when it comes

PSI Group, has structured work and

to designing IT infrastructure or dig-

What requirements come to mind in

personnel planning accordingly in re-

italization.

this regard?

cent weeks. Coordinated development

According to a recent survey by man-

work as well as customer support and

agement consultancy Inverto, nine

Dr. Prestifilippo: Well, let’s look at

project commissioning have largely

out of ten supply chain managers as-

the flow of goods and supply chains.

been carried out from home.

sume that risk management and sup-

Manufacturers and suppliers in in-

ply chains in post-COVID-19 times

dustries such as medical supplies, san-

According to the online statistics

will look different to what they looked

itary products and food retail have

portal Statista, the transportation

like before. The whole economy is ex-

seen enormous increases in demand

and warehouse sector in Germany

pected to see a push for digitalization.

during the pandemic. These need to

recorded a drop in sales of almost

There will be an increasing demand

be taken into account when designing
2/2020
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and managing the product and supply

portation channels and material flows

changing business processes and mod-

chains, as well as in relation to trans-

as well as transportation and stor-

els, to meet the requirements of the

portation, handling and storage.

age costs, shipment routing and route

processes and models in a digital way,

planning are taken into account and

to control and optimize them on de-

In other areas, such as the automotive

optimized in a balanced way when

mand. These include functionalities

sector, the market is currently behav-

necessary.

such as adaptive job start, which auto-

ing very differently. It is important to

Due to the fact that it is very difficult

matically reconciles a lot of warehouse

respond quickly and in a flexible way,

to come up with reliable forecasts, sce-

key data according to configurable pa-

both from an intralogistics point of
view and within supply chain network
design, to both temporary trends, i.e.
growth and decline in demand.
Can you give an example of how this
might happen?
Dr. Prestifilippo: We already have
experienced this in the context of
Brexit: a multitude of uncertainties
make it impossible to design one specific alternative plan for production,
transportation and supply chains.
Intelligent software systems such as
PSIglobal, the planning and optimization system for the supply chain network design (SCND) provided by the
PSI Logistics Suite, offers options for

PSIglobal for supply chain

intelligent risk management. Both in

network design provides options for intelligent risk management.

the run-up to and during the specific
situation, these systems allow practi-

narios and redundancies of potential

rameters using powerful artificial in-

cal models for the supply chain to be

supply chains of this kind open up a

telligence (AI) algorithms in process

generated, analyzed and deployed at

range of options and create tried-and-

control, balancing peaks and thus au-

short notice.

tested options. As a result, they offer

tomatically improving performance in

maximum flexibility to cover volatile

the warehouse.

How will this happen and what is

order levels in an optimal way, both

Users can also use the customer’s own

the benefit?

on a seasonal basis and taking the

configuration to adapt their processes

current pandemic and the anticipated

independently, integrate new clients,

V-shaped bounce-back into account.

change topology, store and order pick-

Dr. Pestifilippo: In addition to mon-

ing strategies in the warehouse.

itoring the respective supply chain,
PSIglobal has an extensive range of

And what support does IT offer in

tools for logistics analysis, network

the warehouse?

Thank you for this overview.

planning and supply chain optimization based on current transporta-

Dr. Pestifilippo: Sustainable software

tion data and actual data thanks to

systems such as the PSIwms Ware-

the integrated simulation and scenar-

house Management System guaran-

io-based technology. As part of this

tee flexibility in the warehouse. It en-

process, production capacities, trans-

ables users to continuously adapt to

2/2020

PSI Logistics GmbH
Phillip Korzinetzki
Marketing Manager
p.korzinetzki@psilogistics.com
www.psilogistics.com
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Product report: Triple Boost for Data Consistency and Increased User-Friendliness (Part 1 of 3)

Auto-Completion Based on Deep Qualicision AI
The entry of data via input forms is nowadays an integral part of
many activities, context-dependent and across industries. However,
the large number of available fields as well as room for individual
input often lead to process time extensions and data inconsistencies.
Using Qualitative Labeling and Machine Learning, however, it is possible to design a complete AI system from historicized data that can
be used to actively support data collection. Auto-completion based
on the Deep Qualicison AI Framework is the first step towards a
measurable improvement in data consistency and user-friendliness,
while at the same time creating the basis for a corresponding overall AI system.

whereby some of them are required entries, while others are optional.

Different Spellings Lead to
Inconsistencies
This large number of input fields
means that measurable time is lost
during manual entry. Especially optional fields are therefore often not or
only partially filled in, thus weakening the reporting system. In addition,
there is often room for input flexibil-

s a result of digitalization

A

ual fields of a form are mainly depen-

ity, such as the use of abbreviations.

across industries, the collec-

dent in their systematics and semantics

Since users usually have an individual

tion of data in a wide di-

on the respective context, from human

way of entering data, different spellings

versity of applications—for example

resources and contract management

for the same semantics can lead to in-

in ERP and other management sys-

via customer and order management

consistencies in the data. In addition,

tems—is one of the everyday tasks of

to quality documentation. Often,

the use of mobile devices makes fluent

most business processes. The individ-

there are many input fields available,

data entry significantly more difficult.

Auto-completion with Deep Qualicision AI.
2/2020
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Rule-Based Systems to Support
Data Entry
In order to meet the arising challenges in data collection, all input
fields could become required fields in
a first step. While this ensures that reporting is complete, it does not have a
positive effect on saving time and ensuring data consistency. To increase
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Your Benefit of Self-acting Auto-Completion
+ Learned user behavior based on historicized data
+ Self-acting auto-completion at the time of data entry
+ Permanent relearning of the knowledge base to ensure an
up-to-date status
+ Consistency of the entire data basis
+ Significant time savings in the data entry process
+ Qualitative standardization and plausibility analyses

the user-friendliness of an input form,
rules are therefore often derived from
context-dependent systematics and se-

to any business process. Especially for

mantics. These rules then provide a

modeling multiple dependencies in the

basis for specific user support during

data, which partly vary with the se-

Deep Qualicison-Based
Auto-Completion in Use at
Customer Sites

data entry. Although such strict rule

mantics, data-based approaches offer

An auto-completion system based on

systems model the respective business

many more advantages.

the Deep Qualicison AI Framework
has already been implemented in the

processes very precisely, but usually

management of purchase and sales

this requires continuous modifica-

KPI-Based Self-learning
AI System Based on the Deep
Qualicision AI Framework

tion of the code base by appropriately

The basis for an overall AI system

user-friendliness and data consistency

qualified developers. Strict rule sys-

for auto-completion based on the

have been recorded.

tems are a good solution for clearly

Deep Qualicison AI Framework is

structured processes that remain sta-

Qualitative Labeling and a knowl-

ble over time. However, their com-

edge base trained by machine learn-

plexity quickly increases with a de-

ing from historicized data. However,

Upgrading the Overall
AI System Through
Automated Validation

tailed modelling of the processes and

rule-based systems should not be left

As the behavior of a user has been

makes maintenance even more dif-

out completely. Strict rules are useful

learned from historicized data and

ficult. In addition, strict rule systems

for the dynamic modification of forms

during data entry, this knowledge

quickly reach their limits when there

to hide context-dependent irrelevant

can be used directly to check entire

are semantically varying multi-depen-

input fields. Fixed dependencies be-

data sets of an input form. A knowl-

dencies in the data.

tween attributes also speak in favor of

edge base created in this way thus

using a rule. In particular, the Deep

provides the next step in expand-

Data-Based Auto-Completion
Using Qualitative Labeling and
Machine Learning

Qualicison AI Framework enables de-

ing the overall AI system by auto-

cision support by simply preferring

mated data input validation and cre-

different assessment KPIs to evalu-

ates a further boost in terms of data

In almost all business processes with

ate strong deviations from predictions

consistency and user-friendliness

a data entry process, a large base of

in a comprehensible way. In addition,

based on the Deep Qualicision AI

historicized data can be accessed. By

the knowledge base is continuously

Framework (continued with Part 2

using Qualitative Labeling and Ma-

updated by fully automated integra-

in the next issue of Production Man-

chine Learning from the Deep Qual-

tion of new data. As a direct conse-

ager).

icision AI Framework, a complete AI

quence, such a KPI-based self-learning

system can be configured that learns

overall AI system enables the automat

typical input patterns from historicized

ed evaluation of conformity with his-

data. These patterns can be trained

toricized data as an indication for

both generally and user-dependently

manual checks in the form of an au-

to guarantee an optimal customization

tomated validation of input data sets.

contain complex logic for checking
the input. When processes change,

2/2020

contracts for a customer in the retail
sector. Measurable improvements in

PSI FLS
Fuzzy Logik & Neuro Systeme GmbH
Dr. Jonas Ostmeyer
Consultant Supply Chain Optimization
jostmeyer@psi.de
www.deepqualicision.ai
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News: Interview With the New Directors of PSI Metals

„We Have Many Dreams“!
At the beginning of 2020, Jörg Hackmann and Harald Henning were
appointed as new directors at PSI Metals. In an interview, the two of
them, together with Thomas Quinet, Managing Director since 2017,
answer questions about their strategy and what their dreams are for
PSI Metals. You can find the complete interview on our homepage
under “management”.

ality to provide the best solutions for
our customers.
Thomas, what is the goal of the new
management for the company?
We are in a good posi-

Jörg, what are your

tion, but there is always

goals in your new role?

room for improvement.
Jörg, Harald and I want

Over the last decade I

to especially focus on

accompanied the tran-

the company’s further

sition of our company

growth in the next years.

into a more and more
product

based

busi-

If dreams could come

ness approach. By tak-

true, what dream would

ing over the new role as

you have for PSI?

Managing Director we
are now emphasizing

We have many dreams!

the importance of our

We are a global com-

product strategy even

pany

more. This comes along
with a strong focus on

ered
Thomas Quinet, Jörg Hackmann and Harald Henning in an interview.

empow-

people—that’s

why we dream that in
the future PSI Metals

increasing our business
and application consulting capacity.

with

In recent years we have frequently

will become the place our employees

struggled to execute large and com-

want to call “home”. We dream that

What changes are we facing in terms

plex projects profitably and to the cus-

PSImetals, our product, will become an

of product and methodology?

tomer’s satisfaction. This will require

intelligent platform that uses the best

changes in project management orga-

technology for our customers and al-

In general, I believe that the func-

nization, better tools to support proj-

lows us to adapt to new production en-

tional scope of our product PSImetals

ect execution, and a good system of

vironments and so much more!

will remain like it is today. We are

knowledge management.

the only supplier in the metals business who provides the complete cover-

What is your message to the existing

age of end-to-end processes for SCM,

and future customers of PSI?

MES and Logistics in the market.
This is definitely a USP and we feel

The execution of complex projects

that our customers appreciate this

has been the bread and butter of PSI

very much!

since the beginning. PSI thus continues to support and enhance its base of

Harald, what are your goals as the

production management infrastruc-

responsible person for the execution

ture software while growing in capa-

of projects?

bility, configurability and function-

You can read
the full interview on our
website. Please
scan the QR
Code!
PSI Metals
Swetlana Maschinez
Marketing Manager
smaschinez@psi.de
www.psimetals.de
2/2020
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News: The Chinese Steel Industry During and After the Corona Pandemic

Crisis as Opportunity
Since the beginning of 2020, COVID-19 has kept the whole world on
tenterhooks. The outbreak is a human tragedy with increasing impact
on the global economy. The Chinese steel industry is also suffering increasingly from the consequences of the global pandemic. After all, it
is an important supplier to the automotive and construction industries
and is therefore close to the pulse of the Chinese economy.

the new infrastructure during the corona pandemic.

Investment in
New Infrastructure
New infrastructure refers to government investment to compensate for in-

nly a year ago, the Chinese

O

so vast and disruptive that it is diffi-

sufficient private consumption during

steel industry was boom-

cult to distinguish disaster from oppor-

the economic downturn and to resist

ing, having succeeded in

tunity. Besides many challenges, they

the risks of economic slowdown and

increasing its share of global crude

also see acceleration. For example, the

recession. These include investments

steel production to 53 percent. In

pandemic greatly contributes to the

in the development and expansion of

2020 the corona virus is now para-

accelerated use of advanced technol-

5G infrastructure, the UHV transmis-

lyzing the once flourishing industry

ogies. With government support and

sion system, e-charging stations, Big

and steel producers are facing enor-

research funding in AI technology, it

Data centers, etc. According to ex-

mous challenges. Although it is still

is expected that the process of digita-

perts, the key to overcoming the neg-

too early for a serious impact analysis,

lization of traditional industries will

ative effects of COVID-19 in the fu-

initial expert assessments show that

be shortened. During and after the

ture lies in the production of material

the pandemic will lead to a drastic de-

pandemic, further support for genuine

to support new infrastructure. The de-

cline in profits, an increase in capital

mergers and acquisitions is expected to

mand for steel in the key areas of the

occupancy and a rise in the debt ratio.

facilitate industrial concentration and

new infrastructure consists mainly of
special steel and alloy steel. At the
same time, the application of modern
technologies, especially AI, Big Data
and IoT, will become the cornerstone
for the future development of China’s
steel industry.

Would you
like to learn
more about
the impact of
the corona
pandemic on the Chinese steel
Since the beginning of 2020, COVID-19 has kept the whole world on tenterhooks.

The Opportunities After the
Pandemic

further support for low-carbon produc-

As they stride through the valley of

ronmentally friendly technologies and

the shadow of death, economists begin

equipment is being forecasted. A spe-

to look to the post-covid world to

cial development that is worth a closer

come. And sometimes the change is

look at is the increased investment in

2/2020

industry? You can find the complete article on the PSI blog.
Please scan the QR Code!

tion technologies, as a boom in enviPSI Metals
Tracy Gu
Business Development
lgu@psi.de
www.psimetals.de
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Product Report: How ERP System Users Benefit from Integrated AI Applications

Do ERP & AI Make a Dream Team?
The proliferation of artificial intelligence (AI) methods and algorithms
is unstoppable. ERP systems users are also able to benefit from integrated AI applications. Which approaches are promising and what specific applications are there?

D

as ERP systems are concerned. The
data structures are inconsistent and
often consist of complex structures
that continue to grow. The amount
of time-synchronous data as a basis

ata processing in itself cur-

“learning” and “understanding” com-

for training is often insufficient. In

rently still works accord-

ponents. Current processing logic

this case, the algorithms need to be

ing to the same basic prin-

is based on fixed programmed and

supported by human input, for exam-

ciples as those in place since punch

therefore rigid rules and logic. AI-

ple true-false and cause-effect. The

cards were introduced as a precursor

based systems differ from this through

term reinforcement learning has be-

to current company IT: “Input—pro-

the option to learn contexts through

come popular in relation to this task.

cessing—output.” Under the modern

continuing training of AI algorithms.

Last but not least, there are (still) too

conditions of today, these basic skills

Speech recognition and playback sys-

few experts to provide a solution for

can be expressed as “capture—under-

tems (speech-to-text, text-to-speech)

the tasks.

stand—act.”

as well as image processing and image

Data Processing of the Future
Using AI

mented into everyday life. Learning

AI Applications in the Context
of ERP

components are the logical next step.

The solution for many typical tasks

The real innovation will be mod-

However, there are also some hur-

can be supported or simplified by

el-based supplementation with the

dles to overcome, especially as far

methods of artificial intelligence.

recognition have already been imple-

AI is able to optimize manufacturing companies’ processes—also, and especially, in the ERP system.
2/2020
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Currently, it is possible to identify
five particularly promising fields:
1. RPA becomes CPA
Repetitive activities or processes can
be automated. The terms RPA (robotic process automation) for processes that run according to fixed
rules or CPA (cognitive process automation) as a “learning” extension
to RPA have become stuck in our
minds. The benefit in this case is
process automation and the resulting
time gain.

AI-based systems supplement traditional processing logic with the option to learn from relationships
through continuing training of AI algorithms.

2. Supporting the User in an
Intelligent Way

not be underestimated, to name but a

ter understands how the results are

Another aspect is the potential to im-

few examples.

produced. The final decision still lies

prove the user experience. Meaningful

with the individuals involved in the

entries in forms or masks are learned

5. Automation with Image

process.

and used to pre-assign data fields. This

Recognition

The continued training of an algo-

means users can be supported and

Image recognition is a well-estab-

rithm ensures an ever better under-

feel more secure when using often

lished technology. It is already cur-

standing of the data and the response

more complex system functions and

rently being used in quality manage-

to deviations no longer has to be ver-

the probability of there being incor-

ment systems or to detect the position

ified in every case. Decisions are in-

rect entries can be reduced.

of objects in automated production

creasingly “delegated” to AI. These

systems.

processes can be compared to how
people learn in their workplace and to

3. AI-based Master Data

increasing direct responsibility.

There is further latent potential in

Increase the Readiness of
Artificial Intelligence

master data management. Similar

Technology should be introduced

cient applications, the results of which

structures can be identified and du-

gradually. If introduced gradually, ex-

can either be processed directly or

plication avoided. Data can be auto-

perience can be gained and mistakes

used for process control purposes. The

matically classified and processed.

can be avoided. The main thing is to

decisions taken then need to be as

be able to build confidence in the ap-

good as or better than those taken by

4. Using AI to Improve Analytics

plication. It’s not about understanding

people. However more work needs to

Evaluation systems are gradually be-

everything thoroughly. The results

be in relation to application-oriented

coming intelligent and trigger events

need to be “reasonable” and “reliable.”

research. The setting for these kind

where there is predicted to be a diver-

There were shortcomings in this re-

of algorithms needs to be examined

gence from the daily routine or irreg-

gard, particularly in the early days,

not only from a technological point of

ular conditions in processes, machines

which prevented it from becom-

view, but also from an ethical and reg-

or plants (prediction). Reliable fore-

ing widespread at the time. Repeti-

ulatory point of view.

casts are thus replacing post-mortem

tive processes are well-suited to this

analyses, which are generally delayed.

method. Where there are discrepan-

Picking up on trends at an early stage,

cies, the individual intervenes and

such as trends in customer behavior or

in this way supports the AI learning

market conditions in general, should

process and, at the same time, bet-

Management

2/2020

The final stage is then fully self-suffi-

PSI Automotive & Industry
Karl Tröger
Business Development Manager
ktroeger@psi.de
www.psi-automotive-industry.de
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Interview: Dr. Michael Bartmann Explains the Importance of Intuitive and Flexible User Interfaces

Usability and Application Software—Does That Work?
When it comes to application software, an easy to understand, intuitive
and efficient user interface plays an important role as much as having a
wide range of complex functions. Whether or not a customer responds
positively to software often depends on usability and a good user experience. In this interview Dr. Michael Bartmann, Head of Development
at PSI Software AG, explains how companies can use PSI Click Design
to design and optimize their user interfaces more flexibly.

sign of their working environment and
enables them to work more efficiently.
This in turn has a positive effect on
the optimization of process operations.
The need for high process coverage is
very high, as software that works very
well in 90 percent of cases but inefficiently for the remaining 10 percent,
for example, is not useful overall.

Why are efficient processes so im-

ation must be as cost-effective and ef-

portant, especially for energy and

ficient as possible. At the same time,

utilities companies?

laborious special operations must be

From a consumer perspective, good

avoided and fast and efficient pro-

usability is essential. In the business

Dr. Bartmann: In addition to fail-safe

cesses must be made possible in ex-

software market, however, it is only

software systems, industrial and util-

ceptional cases.

now beginning to increase in impor-

ity companies are also concerned with
cost structure and cost-effectiveness.

tance. Why?
What does that mean for user?

Non-functioning processes lead to ad-

Dr. Bartmann: Expert knowledge cer-

ditional costs and weaken the compa-

Dr. Bartmann: This means that the

tainly plays a role here. For a long

ny’s competitive position. In this con-

demand for functions such as PSI

time, it has been widely accepted that

text, efficient process operations are

Click Design will increase. This gives

software that controls a complex and

absolutely essential. Every single oper-

employees more flexibility in the de-

unintuitive system would also have to

There is a growing need for flexible and user-friendly software systems.
2/2020
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be complex and unintuitive. What’s
more, the development of highly complex systems such as ERP or MES focuses on other decisive criteria.
Nowadays, optimum usability can no
longer be regarded as a “nice-to-have”
feature of software. On the contrary—
with the introduction of smartphones
and touch pads, users of highly complex systems experienced the ease of
use of common end devices in their
everyday lives for the first time and
agreed that this technology must also
be transferable to more complex systems.
This shift in thinking has been a

Dr. Michael Bartmann, Head of Development at PSI Software AG, explains the importance

critical step toward developing us-

of intuitive and flexible user interfaces.

er-friendly business software. This is
why PSI pioneered the Click Design

How do you distinguish between

due to change requests are largely

to significantly improve user-friendli-

Usability and Click Design?

eliminated.
Another advantage is sensitivity to

ness and usability.
Dr. Bartmann: At this point, it is es-

the specific needs and individuality

What is so special about Click De-

sential to clarify the demarcation of

of the customer. Depending on how a

sign and why?

usability and Click Design. While us-

project is implemented, all the neces-

ability is an integral part of software

sary functions of a software are not al-

Dr. Bartmann: A small adjustment in

and is more or less distinctive, Click

ways determined from the outset. As

the system, which used to take several

Design also allows for even greater us-

a rule, programming is a lengthy and

months to complete, now only takes a

er-friendliness. It enables, for example,

complex process. When a software

matter of minutes. Changes to the in-

the operation of a dialog to be reduced

system is finally delivered to the cus-

terface structure of software no lon-

to that which is essential and import-

tomer ready to use, specific require-

ger have to be carried out by the de-

ant to the user. This allows the user

ments may have changed. At this

veloper as part of a lengthy process.

interface to be designed flexibly and

point, users ideally know how to “help

Users are able to make the necessary

according to specific requirements. It

themselves” and any new requirement

adjustments directly at the workplace.

functions like an aid for self-aid.

specification phases or complex order-

From more complex changes to the in-

ing processes can be minimized.

terface structure to the simple place-

What are the specific benefits of PSI

ment of buttons and fields or the cre-

Click Design for customers?

ation of forms and tables, users have
multiple functions at their disposal.

Dr. Bartmann: For the customer,

A special feature is the user interface,

Click Design represents tangible in-

which is designed to be intuitive to

vestment security. In other words,

use. It can be easily customized with

the potential uncertainty associated

familiar gestures and functions, sim-

with product decline is greatly re-

ilarly to smartphones, touch pads or

duced as the customer does not have

similar devices. Self-explanatory swip-

to worry about poor placement of

ing, clicking or moving allows the cus-

fields or other elements. Expensive

tomer to work quickly and effectively.

follow-up phases and additional costs

2/2020

Read the full
interview on
our blog:
www.psi.de/de/blog/psi-blog/

PSI Software AG
Sandra Hora
shora@psi.de
www.psi.de
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News: Awards for Warehouse Management System and Innovative Strength

PSIwms is “Best Logistics Brand 2020”
Supply chain and logistics managers as well as experts voted the warehouse management system PSIwms from the PSI Logistics Suite to be
the “Best Logistics Brand” in the category “IT for Warehouse Management“ for the second time after 2017. PSIwms placed third in the
reader and expert voting from the journal LOGISTIK HEUTE and the
Bundesvereinigung Logistik e.V. A total of about 300 brands competed.

T

ond time is both an incentive and a
challenge for our future work.
In fact, PSI Logistics has recently received a further official award for
its development work and innovative strength: Since the beginning of
April this year, software develop-

he

brands

selected

ers have been listed in the tech-

were those that enjoy

nology category in the list of the

the highest reputation

“Most Innovative Companies in

among supply chain managers, lo-

Germany”. The list was deter-

gistics directors and experts in

mined out of around 1800 can-

the German-speaking world and

didates. The title was awarded

are relevant to the market. The

for the first time by the business

brands were nominated by an in-

magazine Capital and Statista,

dependent nomination commit-

one of the market leaders for

tee headed by Prof. Dr. Chris-

data collection and analysis. The

tian Kille, logistics expert at the

awards went to companies in

Würzburg-Schweinfurt University

which “bright minds drive for-

of Applied Sciences.

ward progressive business models”

“We are pleased to note the con-

Sascha Tepuric is delighted to receive the “Best Logistics

and those that “attracted atten-

stant encouragement of the mar-

Brand 2020” award.

tion through special innovation
achievements”, said the jurors.

ket participants”, judges Sascha
Tepuric, Managing Director of

tics brings to the development of mar-

PSI Logistics GmbH. “In addition to

ket-oriented and yet future-oriented

the positive brand image, we see the

functions. To be selected as one of the

award as confirmation of the high

best three companies in the ‘Best Lo-

level of innovation that PSI Logis-

gistics Brand’ competition for the sec-

PSI Logistics GmbH
Phillip Korzinetzki
Marketing Manager
p.korzinetzki@psilogistics.com
www.psilogistics.com

Read the PRODUCTION manager Online as Well
Dear readers,
For over 10 years, the customer magazine PRODUCTION manager for production and logistics has been
published four times a year. Since, we have been providing you with comprehensive information about current
trends, research & development, new products and, of course, user experiences both in print and online.
Recently, we have made the customer magazine area of our website even more user-friendly
for you. Here, you will also find our additional customer magazines for companies in the energy,
transportation and mobility sectors.

Please, take a look inside: www.psi.de/en/psi-pressevents/customer-magazines/

2/2020
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News: Turkish Steelmaker Çolakoğlu Modernizes MES

Higher Efficiency in the Steel Mill
The Turkish flat and long steel producer Çolakoğlu Metalurji A.Ş. has
awarded PSI Metals with the modernization of the existing Manufacturing Execution System (MES) to PSImetals Version 5.20. As a result,
Çolakoğlu will use the latest features based on the state-of-the-art PSI
technology platform, enabling further digitalization of production and
quality management processes. In addition, PSI will provide a midterm
scheduling solution to optimally schedule the order book across the facility. With this investment, Çolakoğlu expects significant improvements in capacity utilization and operational efficiencies.

S

ince 2011 PSImetals Planning/

Due to PSI’s approach to knowledge

Caster Scheduler for contin-

transfer, the IT team of Çolakoğlu,

uous casting lines, PSImetals

“Biltim”, will be involved from the

Planning/Line Scheduler for hot strip

beginning, participating in the imple-

mill scheduling and an MES have

mentation and testing. After delivery,

been in operation at Çolakoğlu. In

it will take over the responsibility for

the initiated project, PSI will modern-

the maintenance of the applications,

ize the existing MES to manage steel-

resulting in a significant reduction of

making, hot rolling operations, inter

total cost of ownership.

facility logistics, and to manage qual-

Çolakoğlu Metalurji A.Ş., headquar-

ity assurance processes.

tered in Istanbul, produces at its

The midterm scheduling solution, inte-

plant, located in the vicinity of Is-

grated in the MES, aims to increase the

tanbul, hot rolled products and rein-

visibility and coordination between the

forcing bars. The products make sig-

casters and the hot strip mill. Thus, de-

nificant contributions to the output

cision-making processes will be faster

of many different industrial processes.

due to rapid optimized planning and

www.colakoglu.com.tr

scenario analysis capabilities. Reductions in slab movements, increased hot
charge ratios and longer roll cycles are
among the targeted KPIs. The solution
is expected to go into operation in 2021.

PSI Metals
Swetlana Maschinez
Marketing Manager
smaschinez@psi.de
www.psimetals.de
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The PSI blog
features more
interesting
and in-depth
articles on
production, logistics, AI, energy
and mobility.
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